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ABSTRACT

A developmental near-vertical reflection seísmic

study has been carried out ín the Canadian Shield near

Kenora. Numerous shots of approximately twenty pounds each

were set off for each of two record.ing sites" A multi-

channel digital processing systern r¡/as subsequently

developed in order to recover late arriving low amplíLude

signals.

The processing system which best improved the signal-

to-noise ratio for late arriving events consisted. of

vert.ical stacking of all records from each recording site,

followed by velocity filtering of the composite records"

Frequency filtering \^/as not found' to be useful"

original records exhibit an event arriving

approximately 0.2 seconds after the first breaks. Thís has

been interpreted to be a reflect'ion from an interface at

a depth of L.7 kilometers. This and evidence from many

other records in southeastern Manitoba and northwestern

Ontario suggest that shallow crustal targets can be mapped.

The processed data extribiÈs possible deep crustal

reflections, although it was not possible to correlate them

with known deep crustal horizons" The present study

suggests an operational system for the Canadian Shield but

arL



further development. is needed before the method becomes

operational.
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CHAPTER I

TNTRODUCTION

The present stud.y is the second project to be

carried out in a program to develop the near-vertical

incidence reflection technique on the Canadian Shield."

This work was begun by Hajnal (1970) in 1969 as part of

a continuing program run by the Department of Earth

Sciences, University of Manitoba, using explosion

seismology to determine the structure and constítution

of the crust and upper mantle in southeastern Manitoba

and northwestern Ontario.

The specific purpose of this study is to develop

the field and data processing techniques necessary to the

success of the reflection method in the Canadian Shield"

The program was not designed for extensive mapping of deep

crustal reflectors. Such a program requires an order of

magnitude greater financing than rvas available.

During the past d.ecade considerable evidence has

been building up to support the existence of coherent

arrivals of energy reflected from interfaces deep within

the crust. steinhart and Meyer (1961) have reviewed

results from work done prior to 1961 and have pointed
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out that events rarely correlate over significant distances.

These authors State also that often convenient events were

picked to the neglect of other events of similar character"

They concluded, therefore, that there was considerable

d.oubt, regarding d.eep crustal reflections at shallow angles

of incid.ence. However, up to that time no study had been

d.esigned. specifically to record such arrivals. In L962

Beloussov et aL. reported on a study designed to allow a

continuous correlation of near-vertical incid.ence

reflection events. They reported a number of reflecting

horizons in the lower crust and upper mantle but noted

that ind.ividual phases could not be continuously correlated

over more than ten kilometers. Similar results have been

reported by the German Research Group for Explosion

Seismology (I964). Dix (1965) also conducted an experiment

specifically d.esigned to record near-vertical incidence

reflectj-ons in the United States and has reported many

good quality reflections, but has mentioned some diffi-

culties in their interpretation. James and Steinhart (1966)

published. an updated. revievr of previous work. In this

review previously expressed, doubts were tempered in light'

of results obtained between 1961 and 1966 but again they

consid.ered that the evidence was not completely convincing"

In Lg64 the university of Alberta began using the near-

vertical incidence reflection technique and preliminary

results were reported by Kanasewich and cumming in 1965.



These results showed promise and further work was carried

out by Clowes et aL. (f968) who reported on a continuous

profile run in Alberta" They have reported good reflections

from the Intermediate discontinuity as well as the

Mohorovicic discontinuity. However, it is sometimes

difficutt to distinguish these reflections from the numerous

other events observed on their records. They are presently

carrying out synthetic seismogram studies incorporating all

possible multiples in an attempt to explain these other

events. Of all the studies conducted up to L970 Hajnal's

(1970) was the only one done in a shield area. His study

exhibited reflections from near-surface geologic features

and possible arrivals from the Tntermediate discontinuity"

In summary then, results to date indicate the possibility

of near-vertical incidence deep crustal reflections but

as yet results are inconclusive. The present study hopes

to resolve t.he difficulties in part"

A quest,ion of primary consideration should be; why

carry out a reflection survey in the Canadian Shield when

the refraction method has already proven so successful?

The reasons are as follows" Firstly, near-vertical

incid.ence reflections can be obtained only from relatively

sharp boundaries and therefore the reflection method can

be used to test the hypothesis of the layered nature of the

crust in this area. This is in contrast to refractions and

wide angle reflections which can be obtained from velocity



gradients. Secondly, this method can be used to gain a

d.etailed knowledge of the crust which would otherwise be

unobtainable. The subsurface area from which a recorded

near-vertical reflection is obtained is small enough that

in practice it may be considered to be a point" Due to

suspected inhomogeneities along the travel path'

uncertainty in the calculated location of the reflection

point for wide angle reflections or the refraction point

for refractions has in many cases made mapping impossible"

Effects of such inhomogeneities are minimized for near-

vertical reflections because of the shorter travel path.

Therefore, by using near-vertical reflections' it is

possible to map structure with greater resolution than

may be obtained by using wide angle reflections or

refractions. Thirdly, this is the best method. by which

the bottom of greenstone belts, which are of considerable

economic importance, can be mapped. In general, rocks of

a greenstone belt are more dense and have an equal or

higher seismic velocity than surrounding rocks. Therefore,

of the possible seismic methods, only the reflection method

can be used for mapping. For greenstone belts the

structural complexity and the resultant complexity of the

ray path make mapping difficult. Again the near-vertical

reflection method minimizes these effects. Alson results

obtained in petroleum exploration show that mapping can be

done by the near vertical method in areas of complex
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Structure. Therefore, the near-vertical reflection method

provides the best resolution for mapping"

The location of this study, which is shown in

Figure L, was chosen for the following reasons. Riley

(1965) has completed a regional gravity survey of the

area around the Kenora airport and has suggested a depth

of about 6 kilometers to the bottom of the local green-

stone belt. It was hoped that the present study would

aid in the corroboration of his interpretation. Secondly,

refraction studies have been carried out in this area by

Hall and Hajnal (1969) and by Gurbuz (1969, 1970) . The

interpreted depths to the intermediate discontinuity

provide a check to the results of this study" Thirdly'

the area provides a known shotpoint and recording sites.

The road. on which the seismometer spreads were laid out is

little used at the time of year the field work was done'

therefore, cultural noise is known to be no problem.

Shotpoint to recording site distances were determined by

a stadia traverse survey along the Jones Road using

instrument to rod d.istances varying between 400 feet and

900 feet. The accuracy of the determined distances is

t2 feet. Lastly, a regional geologic study of the area

has been done by Hodgkinson (1968) " The contact between

fine-grained amphibolites and quartz-diorite rocks crosses

the Jones Road at an angle of about 30o n approximately

midway between the two recording sites" Dips and gravity
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results indicate that the contact is nearly vertical,

possibly dipping steeply under the dioritic rocks.

Glacial drift cover in the area is of the order of ten

feet.



CHAPTER 2

ANALYSTS OF DESTGN CRITERIA

As was mentioned in the introduction, the main

purpose of this stud.y is to develop the field and data

processing techniques necessary to the success of the

reflection method in the Canad.ian Shield. To the best

of the author's knowledge all previous work except for

t.hat done by Hajnal (1970) was done in areas where there

is a sedimentary section overlying Precambrian rocks.

Hajnal has suggested that the reflection method is

applicable on the Precambrian Shield but that further

work was needed. The present study was undertaken to

fulfill this need.

The theory of the reflection of an incident P wave

which is treated by Grant and West (1965), shows that for

small angles of incidence the reflection coefficient is

quite small for a solid-solid interface with the expected

velocity contrast. Therefore, charge sizes of the order

of a few hundred pounds should be required to obtain near-

vertical incidence reflections. AIso, the method must be

made logistically versatile to obtain detailed knowledge

of Structure in many different areas of interest under
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varying operational conditions: it should be possible to

conduct a survey in any area of the Precambrian Shield

without being restricted by surface conditions. The use

of shot, holes is consistent with the above. In order to

set, off charges of the required size in a single shot with

efficient prod.uction of seismic energy a very deep hole is

required. The use of small charges in shallow holes was

considered, because large shots create long wave trains

of high amplitude surface waves that overlap expected

arrival times for deep near-verticat crustal reflections'

and because of high drilling costs. Consequently' many

shots can be made for each recording site and subsequent

multi-channel digital filtering should permit recovery of

a recognizable signal. The present study was designed to

test this method

However, suitable lakes or rivers should be used

whenever possible. o'Brien (L967) has shown that in

general, shots fired in water are considerably more

efficient for the production of seismic energy than shots

fired in boreholes. A water-fi1led abandoned mine shaft

was used in the present study because of its avaílabilit'y

and becau.se of cost considerations. Further studies will

be required to obtain more d.irect information regarding

the practicability of using boreholes.

The question now arises: How many such small shots

are need^ed to produce a recognizable signal? O'Brien (1967)
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states with supporting evidence that for shots in water

the seismic amplitude is proportional to the two-thirds

power of the charge weight and that, therefore, the maximum

seismic amptitude will be obtained by sptitting the charge

into a number of smaller units. These can be Shot at one

time or successively if stacking can be done'

The result of vertically stacking rlrtr records to

form one composite record and velocity filtering trtrr traces

from this record to form one trace must now be determined"

First,, assume that noise has the same level rrTìrt on

all channels and is random Gaussian. For one trace from

one record for a shot of charge weight w, the signal-to-

noise ratio ís

k w.2/3s=a
nn

where k is a constant of proportionality. Now, consider

what happens to the signal-to-noise ratio when rrrrr records

are stacked to form a composite record. considering one

trace from this record the signal has been added in phase

and can be written as

s=krl, *r'/t

The noise has been added. with random phase and can be

written as
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n=/în

Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio can be written AS

u.f w .2/3
1=l J-

lln

The proof for the signal-to-noise ratio improvement may be

found in Appendix 1. Now, velocity filtering t traces to

obtain one trace, a signal-to-noise ratio improvement is

again obtained. The signal-to-noise ratio of this trace

can be written as

g-
fL

s r-s /Ev 5
fr=utî=/î[iår w.2/s

l-
2.L

For a large shot of weight tl a record of good signal-to-

noise ratio for deep crustal reflections can be obtained'

The purpose here is to calculate how many small shots will

be required to produce a comparable composite trace by

means of multichannel digital processing. Assume that the

noise level for the large shot is the same as for the small

shots. The signal to noise ratio of a trace from the large

shot record is

N

ktf/3 2.2
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Because this same signal-to-noise ratio is required for

the composite trace'equations 2.I and 2-2 are equated.

kw2/3 = Æy.í w.z/3n{rnl-=ll-

Thus, the following charge weight relationship is

obtained "

,2/t = [y- .l * .2/3I r r=1 r 2-3

This equation may noi{ be used in the design process"

As discussed earlier, it was decided to use relatively

smal1 charges a number of times for each recording site and

to use multichannel d.igital processing to improve the signal-

to-noise ratio. It has now to be decided how many shots to

use for each recording site. If a shot of weight ff has

produced a good reflection record, then a shot of one-tenth

this weight should produce enough energy to obtain some

reflected energy, Through the use of multichannel digital

processing it. should. be possible to obtain a good' signal-to-

noise ratio. Hajnal (1970) used a charge weight of 100 Ib

to obtain a record on which there was a possible inter-

mediate reflection. Velocity stacking six traces into one

provided an im.proved trace but again there was no strong

signal. By using equation 2.3 with values of w. equal to
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100, t equal to 6, and r equal to L, the equivalent charge

weight, H, for Hajnal's stacked traces is found to be about

380 Ib. Therefore, it is apparent that equivalent charge

weights of at least 400 lb are required to obtain an inter-

med.iate reflection. If charge weights of 10 lb are used to

obtain twelve trace recordsn followed by a vertical stack

of r records into one record, and then a velocity stack

of the twelve traces into one trace, equation 2.3 indicates

that, r must be at least eleven. If charge weights of 20 tb

are used, then r must be at least five. In the present

study charge weights varying from 11.I to 27.8 Ib were

used. Nine shots were fired for recording site one' and

seven for recording site two.

In addition to calculations based on Hajnal's near-

vertical reflection profile, records on which wide angle

reflections have been observed may be used to predict

required charge weights. Hall and Hajnal (1969) have

observed wide-angle reflection events from the Intermediate

discontinuity on a number of records. Record 32-5, which

is the upper seismogram displayed in Figure 5 of their

paper, exhibits good sígnal-to-noise ratio for this event.

This recording was made with a shot weight of 500 lb at a

distance of I37 kilometers. From this record a depth, d'

to the Intermediate discontinuity of 20.5 kilometers was

calculated. Therefore, the total ray path ]ength,2L, f'or

the wide-angle reflection is ?1.5 kilometers" By taking
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into account the differences in ray path length, (that is:

spherical spreading) and in reflection coefficient, it is

possible to predict the charge weight necessary to obtain

near-vertical reflections.

Hatl and Hajnal (L969) have found the P wave velocity

for the upper crust to be 6.05 kilometers/second and for the

lower crust 6.85 kilometers/second. These values yield a

ratio of 0.88 for upper to lower crustal velocities" By

using this ratio value and referring Lo Grant and West

(1965) the approximate reflection coefficients may be found"

These are: for the near-vertical incidence reflection

O.I (trr) and for a wide angle reflection 0.95 (t*).

Dobrin (1960) states that the amplitude of a wave

varies as the inverse proportion of the distance the wave

has travelled. Therefore, taking into consideration only

spherical spreading, for a given shot size the ratio of the

amplitude of the near-vertical reflection to that of the

wide angle reflection is given bY

near-vertical amplitude

where 2L is the length of the wide angle reflection ray

path and d is the depth to the reflector. Now, by taking

into consideration the reflection coefficients, a final

expression for the amplitude of the near-vertical incidence

2LL
-=-2dd
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reflection in terms of the amplitude of the wide angle

reflection will be

near-vertical amplitude = tål tll ttia" angle amplitude)
\^¡

Substituting the previously mentioned values into this

equation yields the following result.

near-vert,ical amplitude = 0.38 wide angle amplitude

From this it may be said that the shot weight must be

increased in such a manner that the amplitudes would be

increased by a factor of I + 0.38 - 2.6 in order to obtain

a good reflection record at the near recording site. This

assumes that, the noise conditions are the same'

It has previously been stated that for water shots

the amptitude of seismic $Iaves is proportional to the two-

thirds power of the charge weight. Now, because it is

required to obtain the same amplitude for vertical

reflections as has been obtained for wide angle reflections

the following relation holds.

(required charge weignÐ2/3 = ).6 (wide angle charge wefgnt)2/3

Therefore
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required charge weight = 4 (wide angle charge weight)

This result indicates that a charge weight of the order of
4 x 500 = 21000 lb is required to obtain near-vertical
reflect,ions on a recording which has been made from only

one shot and with single geophones. This also indicates

that charge equivalent for a stacked trace must be of the

same order of magnitude.

The charge weights used in this study were designed

according to the calculations based on Hajnal's near-

vertical reflection profile and were not equal to weights

computed by the above analysis. The above analysis, based

on wide angle reflection records, ind.icates that the

original calculations may have underestimated the required

charge weight. However, a study of Hajnal's records

indicates that the maximum charge weight he used is

approachíng the requj-red charge weight. Therefore, it is
quite possible that the true required charge weight is

somewhere between the two estimates of 400 pounds and

2,000 pounds. The results of this study hope to clarify

this point"



CHAPTER 3

DATA ACQUTSTTÏON

3.1 Instrumentation

The recording equipment consists basically of the

Texas Instruments Incorporated VLF-2 reftaction system,

whichr ês used by the University of Manj-toba Department of

Earth Sciences, records twelve seismic channels" Figure 2

shows the frequency response of the system" The recording

units have twenty-five galvanometers, twelve for high level

gain, twelve for low level gain and one for time ínformation.

A more detailed description may be found in Hajnal (1970).

In the present study this system was modified to record a

shot time tone on galvanometer twenty-four and not to use

galvanometer twenty-five" The 500 Hz time tone, which was

transmitted to the recording unit by radio' was cut off

etectrically at the shot instant to provide a timing

reference "

one limitation of this configuration is that radio

reception must be quite good in order to obtain a good

quality time break on the recording" Also it was found

that camera-generated electrical noise made the time break

almost, unrecognizable and therefore most of the recordings

I7
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were done with the camera off. Thís necessitated playing

back to obtain photographic records. The problem might

be solved by having a filter installed in the time tone

recording system. However, it would be even more useful

to incorporate a high amplitude spike time break into one

of the active seismic channels for reasons whích will be

apparent later.

At1 twelve seismometers r¡7ere vertically-sensing

L-18 type with a natural frequency of I Hz" The response

curves are shown in Figure 3.

3.2 Fie1d Procedure

The recording truck was parked at the side of the

road and two cables run out, one in each direction along

the road. from the truck. Takeouts on the cables were 220

feet (67 .l meters) apart except for numbers 6 and 7 which

were 2IO feet (64 meters) on eiLher side of the truck'

Figure 4 shows the configuration. The geophones, which were

connected one to each takeout, \^lere planted solidly in the

gravel at the side of the road" They \dere partly covered

and packed to provide good coupling as well as to decrease

wind noise. All takeout connections were elevated to

minimize leakage. After the cable and geophones were laid

out a noise test record was run to See if the system was

funct,ioning correctly. Then, radio contact was established

with the shot-point crew and a time set for a shot to be

t9
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fired. Recording commenced about 10 seconds before shot

time and continued for about 30 seconds" As was mentioned

previously, the camera was not running during the recording

and therefore immediately after recording, a playback was

run to check the recording system and to provide records

with which to d.o a preliminary interpretation.

The field work, which was done in late Mayo took

three working days to complete" On the first day of

recording, recording site one, farthest from the

shotpoint was occupied and three records obtained"

The distance from the shotpoint to the truck was 5.39

kilomet,ers. The same recording site was occupied on

the second day and six records were obtained" On the

last day the closer site (site number two, 1.95 kilometers

from the shot.point) was occupied and seven recording's were

made.

All of the shots were fired in an abandoned mine

shaft which was 12 feet by I feet in plan view and about

50 feet deep. The shaft was filled with about 30 feet of

water. The charges, which varied from 11 pounds to 28

pounds, were lowered into the shaft by a rope and were

suspended about one foot from the bottom. As an explosive

agent., 60? Forcite was used. because of its high velocity

and abitity to be d.eLonated under water. Having tested

the cap resistance, the shotpoint crew waited for

communication from the recording site. About 30 seconds



Recordíng Station

Tab1e I

Shot Poínt and Recording Site

Shot Number

1

I
1

I
I
I
I
1

1

Channel
Attenuat.íon
Hígh CuÈ Frequency

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

Information

12
36 36

48 48

Charqe Weiqht (1b)

3

36

48

45
36 36

48 48

16.6
L6 .6
16.6
L6 .6
22.3
1I.1
11.1
11.1
27 "8

6

36

48

7

30

48

89
30 30

48 48

IO

36

48

I1
30

4B

L2

30

48

N
(t



Table 1.

Recording
Station

(Continued)

ShoÈ
Number

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Charse Weiqht (1b)

16 .6
16"6
L6 .6
16 .6
11.1
11.1
11.1

At,tenuation
(a11 cfrannels )

36

36

36

42

36

42

42

H. C. F.

4B

4B

4B

48

48

48

48

¡v
,5
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before shot time the time tone was started. Table I

Iists the pertinent field data.



CHAPTER 4

PREPARATION OF DATA

4.1 Analog to Digital Conversion

Analog to digital conversion was accomplished with

the use of a Radiation Corporation analog to digital

converter which will accept up to sixteen analog channels.

The output from this equipment is a seven track IBM

compatable tape. However, this tape is not FORTRAN read-

able and therefore an existing COBOL program was used to

convert the data format and translate it onto a mine track

FORTRAN readable tape. The equipment and procedure is

given in detail by Hajnal (1970).

For t.he purpose of this work only the twelve seismic

channels were digitized using a digitizlng interval of

0.002448 seconds" The time tone channel was not digitized

because the existing programs were written to handle twelve

channels and it was decided that the modification of the

programs to handle thirteen channels would be too time

consuming. AIso, it was decided that timing could be

accomplished with sufficient accuracy by plotting the

digitized data and comparing them to the analog records.

Plotting of the raw data also provid.ed a check on the
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digit,iz ing "

4.2 Digital Processing

4.2L General Discussion

Without the capabilit.y of multichannel digital

processíng techniques the practical use of near-vertical

reflection seismology would not be feasible. The methods

used in this study were frequency filtering, velocity

filtering and vertical stacking. Both Clowes (1968) and

Hajnal (1970) have used bandpass filtering and velocity

filtering to achieve a marked i-mprovement in record quality

and signal-to-noise ratio" The author has applied both of

these techniques by using a development of programs written

by Hajnal, one of which was modified by Bates, I{omeniuk and

the author at the University of Manitoba" In addítion the

author has written a program to effect vertical stacking

of traces.

The purpose of digital processing of seismic data is

to enhance the signal with respect to the noise. In order

Lo decid.e what kind of processing to do, it is necessary to

define what constitutes signal and what constítutes noise.

A good di.scussion on the noise component of a seismogram

has been written by Olhovich (1964). For the purpose of

this study, signal is defined as reflections and noíse is

anything else includ.ing Rayleigh waves, direct S waves,

reflection multiples, random noise, and signal generated
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noise. Direct P waves may also be considered noise when

shallow reflections are considered as signal.

4.22 Frequency Filtering

Frequency fitters are useful only when signal

and noise are separated on the frequency spectrum. The

expected frequency for deep reflections is in the range

from 12 to 25 Hz (Dix, 1965) and the measured dominant

frequency of a shallow reflection is about 30 Hz " OnIy

electronic noise, wind noise, 60 Hz pickup and the low

frequency components of Rayleigh waves differ significantly

in frequency from the signal and these may be attenuated

with a frequency filter before further processing" It was

decided that a 10 to 45 Hz passband. would best improve the

record quality. Figure 5 (a) and (b) give a comparison of

record 1-I raw and filtered. On t.he filtered record

there has been good. attenuation of high frequency noise

but the Rayleigh waves are stilt present" Displayed

in Figure 5 (c) is record 1-l filtered. with a 20 to 30 Hz

passband. This filtering provides a very ringy appearing

record which is often the case when such a narrow passband

is used.

4.23 Velocity Filtering

Velocity filtering makes use of the differen-

tial moveout of events on a record. It is useful for

enhancing signal and attenuating coherent noise with a
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moveout that is significantly different from the event of

interest. The program used was written by Hajnal (1970)

and modified by Bates, Homeniuk and the author" The

program sums the specified traces of one record with a

specified time lag between successive traces, the lags

being defined by the moveout for the event of interest.

It can be seen that the signal will be added in phase and

therefore enhanced, and the incoherent noise and coherent

noise with significantly different moveout will be added

out of phase and therefore attenuated.. This technique is

used in this study predominantly to attenuate surface \Âlaves

although it is useful for the attenuation of incoherent

noise. In future it would be useful to employ seismometer

arrays to discriminate against surface waves.

4.24 Vertical Stacking

In the present study numerous shots were

fired into each spread with the intention of stacking

output records. This form of stacking will attenuate

only random noj-se" If for one spread and shot location
rrrrr records of I'trt traces each are obtained, then

vertical stacking will produce one composite record of rrtrr

traces. The signal-to-noise ratio of one trace of the

stacked record witl be approximately /F times the signal-

to-noise ratio of an average trace of one of the original

records as is shown theoretically in Appendix 1. The
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program which was written by the author is designed to

stack all trace ones of the original records into one out-

put trace, then a1l trace twos and so'on for all twelve

traces. A listing of the programs VERTS is to be found'

in Appendix 2.

The major d.ifficulty to overcome in this procedure

involves the alignment of the records. At present this is

d.one manually by providing alignment timing information to

the program as input parameters. The difficulty could be

solved by having a high amplitude spike recorded on an

active seismic trace to indicate the shot instant. This

would provide a timing reference for each record that t'he

program could search for and the records would then be

aligned automatically by the program. Of more value might

be a header label for each record which would. give timing

information and other pertinent recording and geometry

information in addition to the record number. such a

system would necessitate writing one new program and

revising all the existing ones, but it would simplify

processing "

4.25 Discussion

In the preceeding sections we have considered

three possible processing techniques and it is now necessary

to evaluate the usefulness of these techniques. The value of

vert,ical stacking has alieady been discussed in Chapter 2"
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If such processing alone provides good quality reflection

events, then the need for furLher processing would be

precluded" Otherwise, further processing must be carried

out. Because of the problem posed by surface waves and

other coherent noise, velocity filtering immediately

suggests itself as the processing technique to use" Some

question now arises regarding the usefulness of frequency

filtering" Apparently only high frequency noise can be

removed from the records using this technique" In general

all high frequency noise on the records is random noise

although there is some 60 Hz pickup. The stacking techniques

quite effectively attenuate random noise and therefore only

60 Hz noise need be frequency filtered from the records

whenever it poses a problem. Bearing in mind cost in

addition t,o these considerations, it is better not to use

frequency filtering as a production processing technique

except where it, is deemed necessary. For these reasons

vertical stacking and velocity filteringi were the predominant

processing-techniques applied. Further results will indicate

the validity of this decision"



CHAPÎER 5

INTERPRETATION

5.1 Velocity Determination

Crustal velocities in southeastern Manitoba and part

of northwestern Ontario have been d.etermined by Hall and

Hajnal (1960) and by Gurbuz (L960). The velocity range

for compressional waves in the upper crust is from 5"8 to

6.2 kilometers/second and for shear waves it is about 3.5

kilometers/second .

In the present study upper crustal compressional and

shear wave velocities were determined from direct wave

arrivals for which the arrival times are listed in Table 2

and. plotted in Figure 6. A linear least squares fit was

applied to both Pg and Sg arrival times. I'or the compres-

sionat wave the slope is 0.1653 with a standard deviation

of 0.0011 which corresponds to a velocity of 6.0510"04

kilometers/second. The intercept of the best fit line is

0.0058 seconds which is within the error involved. This

indicates that the glacial drift cover is negligible" For

the shear wave the slope is 0.2859 with a standard deviation

of 0.0011 which corresponds to a velocity of 3.50

!0.02 kilometers,/second. The intercept is 0.058

35
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Tab1e 2

Time-Distance Information

Shallow Reflectionoistance (km)

1. 58

1. 64

L.7T
r.7 6

1. 83

1.89
2.0I
2.07
2.14
2.20
2.27
2.33

4.98

s. 05

5.I2
5.19
5.25
5.32
5. 45

5 ,52
5. 58

s. 65

s. 71

5. 78

Pg
(sec)

0.251
0.272
0.292
0 "292
0"305
0.310
0"338
0. 355

0.365
0.37s
0. 375

0.410

0": B3s

0. 853

0. 855

0.872
0. 879

0.890
0.910
0. 912

0. 921

0.924
0.933
poor

Sg
( sec)

0"495
0"522
0.s44
0.558
0.579
0"598
0 "637
0.659
0 "676
0.696
0.707

GR
(sec)

0 .618
0.656
0.678
0.690
0.7l-7
0.738
0 "776
0.799
0.807
0"854

0.913

1. 011

1.019
L.024
1.045
1. 050

1"060
1.073
L.07 4

L.072
1.082
1.090
trace

1.483
1"511
1.530
1"554
1.570
1.587
L.620
L "628
L "644
1.656
L.675

1.866
1.911
1.940
L "967
1.981
2.006
2 .034
2.072
2 .081
2.088
2.L20
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seconds, part of which may be accounted for by the fact

that the first trough was picked rather than the first

arrival of direct shear wave energy.

5.2 Shallow Reflection

An event has been noted on the records from recording

site one with an arrival time approximately 0.2 seconds

after the first breaks. The arrival times, which are

list.ed in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 6, \dere taken from

record 1-9 and the event is marked with an arro\¡¡ in Figure

I (h) " This event has been interpreted as being a reflection

from an interface at a depth of about I.7 kilometers. The

straight line segment which best fits the arrival times

for this event is T = 0.105X + 0.4928 with a standard

deviation for the slope of 0.0082. Using this fitted

line for mean arrival times a d.epth to the reflecting

interface of L.7 kilomeLers was calculated assuming plane

horizontal layering. Using a depth of L.7 kilometers and'

subject to the previous assumptions it was found that

predicted arrival times for distances ranging from 1.58 to

2.33 kilometers fell between the observed Sg arrivals and

surface wave arrivals. This would explain why this event

is not visible on the records from recording site two.

A comparison was made with records obtained in past

years to test this interpretation. One record' displayed

in Figure 7, from a recording site about 15 kilometers
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farther along the Jones Road also shows an arrival between

Pg and Sg. The shot to receiver distance was 4.18

kilometers and the shot was located northeast of the

spread in Silver Lake" The arrival times corresPond quite

well to the model although the moveout of the event is too

great by approximately 0.04 seconds" It is IikeIy that

the model is too simplified and that the interface is

probably neither horizontal nor planar, Upon examining

other records obtained in southeastern }danitoba it was

noted that in general there were distinct arrivals between

Pg and Sg" Hajnal (1970) has interpreted one set of arrivals

from his records to be a reflection from a shallow crustal

Iayer. As he has pointed. out, a well designed reflection

survey could be used for exploration purposes on the

Canad.ian. Shield. This method would lend itself particularly

well Lo determining the depth to the bottom of gireenstone

belÈs.

Other models have been tested in the attempt to

explain this early arrival " Consid.er this event to be a

refraction from a shallow interface" The best fit straight

line yields a velocity of 9 "52 kilorneters/second which is

unreasonably high" It is possible that the interface is

dipping which might account for this high velocity but

the dip would have to be extreme for any reasonable

combination of velocities" Since a reversed profile is

not available no definite decision can be made, Howevert
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if a horizontal layer with a ïeasonable velocity \¡¡ere

considered the critical distance would be at least twice

the distances at which this event is observed. Therefore

the refraction hypothesis may be discarded.

Having accepted this event as a shallow reflection

it was decided to do a T 2 - yz analysis on the data. This

yielded a velocity of 6. 98 kilometers,/second. with a

standard deviation of 0.27. ff we consider that the

interface may be d.ipping this velocity provides quite good

agreement with the previously obtained upper crustal

compressional wave velocity of 6.05 kilometers,/second.

A dip of the order of 15o to 20o would be sufficient to

explain this difference of velocity.

5.3 Low Apparent Velocity Event

The records from record.ing site two display a

prominent Iow frequency, 1ow apparent velocity event" A

least squares linear fit yields a velocíty of 2.7!0.I

kilometersfsecond. This very low velocity rules out, the

possibility of a refraction or a reflect-ion except for the

case of an extreme dip" This of course cannot be checked

because the profiles are not reversed.

However, the above mentioned velocity is very near

to that of surface waves in the aïea although the intercept

time is 0.910.1 seconds. AIso this event seelns to be

repeated on the records as can be seen best in Figure 9 (e).
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And finally the arrival time for a 16 " 6 pound charge is
delayed about 0.2 seconds compared to the arrival time for
an 1I.1 pound charge" This evidence suggests that the

event may be a surface wave generated by later pulsations

of a gas bubble. Secondary and further direct P and A

events due to bubble pulsing would not be visible because

they would be masked by the first set of surface rnraves.

The theory of pulsing bubbles (OrBrien, 1967)

predicts a maximum bubble radius of about 7 feet for an

11.1 pound charge at a d.epth of 30 feet and the predicted

first bubble pulse time is about 0.31 seconds. For a

shot of 16.6 pounds at the same depth t.he predicted radius

is 8 feet with a first bubble pulse time of 0.36 seconds"

Therefore the observed sense of arrival time variation

with charge weight agirees with theory but the magnitude

is significantly different.

From the predicted. radii we can see that Lhe walls

of the shaft would very definitely affect the bubble

pulsing" Cole (1948) shows that the bubble will have an

affinity for a rigid walI and we would expect this to be

true especially in this case because the predicted

maximum size of the bubble exceeds the available space"

Probably therefore, the bubble is destroyed on its first

expansion. Thus there is really no support for bubble

pulsing in this case. In sunmary then the frequency and

apparent velocity of this event suggests a surface wave
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phenomena but as yet there is no mechanism to explain the

observed time delay of the intercept.

To eliminate any question about bubble pulsing it

is suggested that in the future shots be fired at a shallow

enough depth such that bubble pulsing cannot occur. The

necessary equation to calculate the best shot depth j-s given

by Of Brj-en (1967) , although these apply to open water only.

5.4 Deep Crustal Reflections

The use of smalI charge weights theoretically

precludes the observation of deep crustal reflections on

the original records" An examination of these records

indicates that the only late arrival in the time range of

interest is the air wave which is marked on record 2-2 o

Figure 9 (b) . Therefore, in order to draw any conclusions

regarding deep crustal reflections the data must be

processed by the techniques previously mentioned.

The primary target reflecting horizon for this study

is the Intermediate discontinuity. For a reflector at this

depth the expected moveout of the assocíated reflection event

for the offset distances involved would be very nearly zero.

Therefore, initial processing involved velocity filtering all

of the original records with an infinite apparent velocity

and the resulting traces are displayed in Figure f0 (a) and (b) .

A cursory examination yields no obvious events after 3.5

seconds but upon closer examination there appears to be an
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increase in amplitude as well as a periodic wave train at

5.7 seconds on the composite traces for recording site two"

This event is most noticeable on the composite traces asso-

ciated with records l-5 and I-6, probably because of the

shorter duration of the surface wave train due to the smaller

charge weight used. EYom the charge weight relationship

d.eveloped in Chapter 2, setting t equal to ten and r equal

to one, the equivalent charge weight for composite traces

2-L through 2-4 is about 93 pounds and for composite traces

2-5 and 2-6 it is about 62 pounds. These values are

approaching the maximum charge size Hajnal (1970) used.

In addition to this event there appears to be

increased periodicity starti-ng at 5.95 seconds on the

composite traces for recording site one. The traces for

records L-2 and 1-9 best display this periodicity as weII

as displaying some increase in amplitude. For these com-

posite traces the equivalent charge weights may be found by

setting t equal to 10 for records 1-1 to 1-3 and II for

records J--4 to 1-9 and by setting r equal to one for all

records. The resultant equivalent charge weights are 93

pounds for traces 1-1 to l-3, 100 pounds for trace I-4, 135

pounds for trace 1-5, 67 pounds for traces 1-6 to 1-8, and

1-67 pounds for trace 1-9. Trace 1-9 appears to have the

best signal-to-noise ratio and traces 1-6 and L-7 the worst.

In general, therefore it appears that the higher the

equivalent charge weight is, the better the composite trace
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further by the organisms at this phase of growth. The organisms l-ack

enzymes for the degradation of aniLíne and the amount of anÍl-ine is not

yet high enough to cause any índucËion of enzymes; we have already es-

tablished that a high concentraËion of aniline ís required for growth.

As the cul-ture reaches 6 days growth períod, the major portion of ace-

taniLide is uËil.ized and Ëhe induction of deacylase enz)rme cannot be

maíntained further. therefore, the growth ceases as the deacyLation re-

actíon is the main reaction providing energy in the form of acetate.

At this phase of growth the concentration of anÍl-ine is now high

enough, and as a result it causes inductíon of enz¡rmes for its own de-

gradation. This induction is a slow process and so, a second 1-ag period

appears ín the growËh curve. The organisms sËart growing again rapidly

because the energy and carbon for grohrËh is now beÍng provided by ani-

line, which is broken down Ëo simpler readil-y utiLizabLe compounds, by

ring fission.

This growËh study shows thaË the adaption to utÍLize acetanilide

as soLe carbon and energy source is not. alone responsíbLe for símuLta-

neous adaptation to anilÍne. On the contrary, aníline induces enz)rmes

for it,s own degradation. Thus, hre may say that there are trüo maín energy

províding steps in the metabolism of acetanílide by Pseudomonas sp.

(a) Deacyl-ation: trItrÍch releases acetate, readily used by the

organism for the first phase of growth.

(b) Fission of aniLine ring after dihydroxylation and formatÍon

of símple aliphatic compounds, which provide energy for

gror.rth ín the second phase.

Our present work does not reveal the mode of cLeavage of

matic nucleus after dihydroxyLaËion of aniline, by Pseudomonas

the aro-

sP.
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charge weights for these composite records are about

B0 pounds for recording site one and about 50 pounds for
recording site two. These are notably less than the

expected minimum required charge weíght.

The composite records are now useful in applying

the velocity filtering technique to obtain total stacked

traces for each recording site. Both composite records

were filtered with a range of apparent velocities to

obtain the display in Figure 72 (a) and (b). The equi-

valent charge weights are 500 pounds for recording site one

and. 280 pounds for recording site two.

Considering first the traces for recording site two,

the previously noted event aÈ 5.7 seconds appears with
highest amplitude on the trace which was stacked with an

I millisecond. total moveout. IL is difficult to be certain

that an event which is visible on such a d.isplay is valid

because it must be borne in mind. that such a display is
not a section and t,hat correlations frorn trace to trace

have little meaning" Almost any event for which the

signal-to-noise ratio is nearly one are suspect because

they may have been formed. by appropriate stacking of noíse.

In this particulaJr case the event at 5.7 seconds could

have been formed by appropriate stacking of air waves. To

test this possibility a zero moveout stack was made with

trace síx, the possible contributing trace, omitted in

addition to traces one and five (Figure 13). A comparison
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between this output trace and one which includes trace

six shows no significant difference and therefore this
event cannot be due to inconvenient stacking of air waves.

Considering the display for recording site one

the previously noted event at 5 " 95 seconds appears most

noticeable on the trace stacked with zero moveout.

However, the signal-to-noise ratio is very low and there is

considerable question regarding the validity of this event.

In fact, evidence to support either of these events is poor.

Neither event can be correlated with any other possible

event. In both cases the signal-to-noise ratio is low

and the length of the surface wave train is a problem

because velocity filtering has not succeeded in completely

attenuating them. And finally, neither event fits the

present crustal model. Arrival times for both events

yield d.epth values between known depths for the Inter-

mediate and Mohorovicic discontinuities. For the area

in which this study was conducted, Gurbuz (f969) has

suggested a crust composed of more than two layers.

Continuing work is investigating the possibility that the

arrivals which Gurbuz has attributed to a sub-fntermediate

interface may be explained by a velocity gradient below

the Intermediate d.iscontinuity. It must be concluded

therefore, that the two aforementioned events at best may

be real events but nothing further can be said regarding

a geologic interpretation.
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5.5 Effectiveness of Digital processing

The digital processing techniques employed in this
study have previously been discussed irì' Chapter 4 " There

it was decided not to use frequency filtering in the main

stream of processing" Examples of filtered records in
that chapter demonstrated that frequency filtering of the

present records was helpful in eliminating high frequency

noise but an examination of the vertical stack records

indicates that similar good attenuation of such noise may

be obtained by this technique. Also, because of t.he

necessity of vertical stacking due to field problems it,
has been decided that in general frequency filLering is
not necessary" However, further study will be required

in order to make a final decision because it must be

remembered that no deep crustal reflections were posiLively

identified in this study and therefore knowledge of near-

vertical reflection frequencies in shield areas is limited.
The necessity of vertical stacking has been

discussed in Chapters 2 and 4 and the effectiveness of
this method for the elimination of high frequency noise

has been mentioned in the previous paragraph" For

completeness it should be mentioned again that the vertical
stack record provides a composite record on rvhich sub-

sequent velocity filtering can be effected most efficiently.
In the present study this was necessary because the

equivalent charge weight of the two vertically stacked
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records was insufficient to yield deep reflection events.

In future studies such events may be visible on these

composite records. However, it is doubtful that vertical
stacking of original records alone wourd yield good signal-
to-noise ratio for deep reflections because of the 1ength

of the surface wave train. A1so, a comparison of the

composite records with the original records indicates that
there is considerable non-random noise on the seismograms.

Therefore it, is suggested that any practical field
techniques such as shot and/or geophone arrays should be

employed to minimize the non-random noise.

In the present study it was necessary to carry out

velocity filtering of the two composite records in order

to obtain a trace with high enough equivalent charge

weight theoretically to allow id.entification of deep

reflection events. In practice, events were found on

velocity filtered original records but by comparing these

filtered traces to velocity filtered traces from composite

records it is found that the latter system has accomplished

additional low frequency noise attenuation. Therefore it
is suggested that the processing combination of vertical
stacking followed by velocity filtering provides the best

traces for interpretation, However, in future it. is
suggested that the velocity filtering program be modified to

allow filtering any number of traces at one time. Also, for

a continuous profile type of survey it would be useful to be
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able to filter traces from adjacent records at one time.

This would alIow a continuous profile of velocity filtered

traces to be produced
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATTONS

As was expected, deep crustal reflections were not

visible on original records. However, the low charge

weights used provid.e sufficient amplitude of late
arriving events for stacking techniques to be successful

in improving the signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, similar
charge weights should be used in future work,

Surface \^/aves and other non-random noise have proven

to be a problem. Observed frequencies of this noise are

too near to the expected frequencies of reflections to use

frequency filtering. Velocity filtering has helped to

eliminate this noise but it is suggested that in future,
arrays of shots and/or geophones be used to best advantage.

The processing system established in this study has

proven very useful and workable but the program modifica-

tions mentioned earlier would improve its flexibility and

would facilitate ease of processing. Vertical stacking

followed by velocity filtering has provided the best

processed traces because vertical stacking has accomplished

good attenuation of random noise and velocity filtering has

successfully attenuated non-random noise.
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This study has demonstrated that reflections may be

obtained from near-surface geologic features with relatively
Iow charge weights " An interface at a depth of L "7 kilo-
meters with probable dip to the south-west was found based

on an event arriving about 0.2 seconds after the first
breaks. These results indicate the usefulness of the

reflection method in studies of the near-surface for
prospecting purposes in the Canadian Shield"

No strong deep crustal reflections were observed in
this study" This is apparently due to insufficient charge

weight. In future, more shots should be fired for each

recording site in order to raise the equivalent charge

weight to at least 1,000 pounds" Also it would be advise-

able to run continuous profiles in order to provide a

section on which to observe correlations of events. In

addition to this, a continuous profile would allow mapping

of a reflecting interface. Therefore, it. is suggested that
with modifications the reflection method may be used

successfully on the Canadian Shield for near-surface and

for crustal studies.
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APPENDIX 1

THEORY FOR SIGNAL_TO-NOISE RATIO IMPROVEMENT OF STACKTNG

It can be seen intuitively that by summing a number

of seismic traces in a manner such that the signal

components are in phase and the noise components out of
phase, that the signal-to-noise ratio of the sum traces

will be improved compared to that of the ind.ividuat traces.

It is useful to know quantitatively what the improvement

should be.

Consider a seismic trace Xi (t) which is composed of

a signal component and a noise component.

xi(t) = sr(t) + nr(t)

We may define the signal-to-noise ratio, s/nr âs

6"s RMS signal level
o-ffin

Now let us consider only the noise component and let it be

statistically Gaussian random noise. Consider the second

79



moment about the mean for this distribution (ltoel , L97I,

p" 103)

m, = I .,1. (*- - i),¿ n l_=l l_

f 1 no = / r ,t (x. Í)2{ 11 l-=¡ l_

80

for an n point digitized noise trace where the x. are the

digit.ized amplitudes and Í is the mean value of the

amplitude. Now the second moment is the variance, 62,

from which we obtain the standard deviation, o, by taking

the square root

Thus we can see that the standard deviation is equivalent

to the root-mean-square of the trace about the average

value, That is

o =on

Let us no\^r see what happens when m such seismic

noise traces are added together (Hoel, I97I, p. LzL)"

Consider a seismic noise trace n, to be a sample from a

populatiorl n which is normally distributed with mean U and

variance o2 " Consider a random sample of size m from this
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normal population. The mean of such a sample,

n=Lh,+ +n )=!.i n.m' r m' m L=l l-

will be a random variable because n, r , flm corresponding

to the m traces of the sample are random variables" To find
the density function of ñ let us consider its moment

generating function

Since the sampling is random the variables zr, , nm are

independent and therefore

Mø(0) = M, t*l Mn (*9)
rm

But random sampling implies that all of nrt , trm have

the same density function, namely that of n, and hence the

same moment generating function. Therefore

Mø(ot = {r$l

Because z is normally distributed it is known that
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Therefore

Itr(o) = "ilo 
+ 

"ozez

lao(0) = [e

ôô
!*Y * Lo' (å) '. *I -e

_2
ug + \\L A2'-m

This is the moment generating function of a normal variable
-2n with mean u and variu.trc" 9-. The standard deviation is
m

(f
thus -! which means that taking a random sample of size m

y'm

will reduce the standard deviation by a factor of + o

r/m

That is

ono-=# (1)ny'm

Consider now the mean signal function ã of the sum trace.

We know that the signal component of each of the m traces

is equal and therefore we have

ò - ù. è
L

Therefore the root-mean-square average signal remains
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unaltered "

og = o" (2)

Vle have alread.y written the signal-to-noise ratio for a

single trace as

After summing and averaging m traces the signal-to-noise

ratio is

(3)

Substituting (1) and (2) into (3) we obtain therefore

osg
-=-no n

o-
,ù r ù
l-l : 

-
'n'*. o-n

o oo 
- 

oo 
- ô/u\ - _ /m_:- /m(3)\it-x - 

"ffi- 
vrt. 6- - Yrtr\-



APPENDIX 2

PROGRAMz VERTS

A. Identification

TitLe.' Vertical Stack

Progz,ammez,: D "W, Baer

Date.' December, 1971

Language"" FORTR.AN IV

B. Purpose

To sum up seismic records vertically in order to

improve the signal-to-noise ratio"

C. Usage

1. 0pez'ationaL Pv,oced?tre: Subrouti¡es EI'IT,' BLOCKT

INI, STAND¿ SAV and NORI4AL, which are called by the

main program, read and prepare the input data for

stacking" AIsoTNORMÀL stores the data on a d.irect

access disk. The main program then completes the

vertical stacking, outputs the stacked record on

tape, and may or may not ptot it as requested.

2. Paz,ameters.' R = number of records to be stacked.

N = number of traces ín each record

DI = digitizlng interval

STP = start, time in seconds before first

breaks

B4
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EDTP = cnd time in seconds after first

break

PLOT = rrTtr for plot, "F" for no plot

A = record number of output record
''.(arbitrary)

PROF = input record nr:mber

FBB = block containing first breaks
:

NST = nurnber of samples up to first, breaks I
(within FBB) 

,,

KILL = rr1rr to include the trace, "0" to ::'

omit it

BLK = number of data points per trace on

tape (presently 70)

NDPT = number of data poínts per trace

(integer multiple of BLK; presently

1050 )

N3 = blocking factor (N3=NDPT /F3LK) gives

N3 x 0.171 seconds of data per

block ,
::

FBT = first break time

TT = number of seconds of dat.a to stack

(TT=sTp + EDTP)

TB = number of tape blocks of data to ii

stack

STB = number of tape blocks before first

breaks
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SEC = nrrnber of seconds before start
point in block containing start
point

SST = nr:mber of samples before start
point in block containing start
point

MB = block nu¡ber before block of

interest

ZHT = number of seconds of data to plot

MSW = nr:mber of blocks to skip before

plotting

3. Input Eoymats:

R, N, DI, STP, EDTP, PLOT, A, according to

FORr\4AT (t2, lX, f2, lX, F8.6, 2F6.3, Ll, lX, 13)

pRoF (r) , FBB (r) , NST (r) , (KILL (r,J) ,J=l¡N)

according to FORMAT (2T.4, 13, IX, ITT.L) one

card for each record

4. Printout:
(a) Number of records stacked and time length

of data to be stacked.

(b) Input record number, first break time,

kill trace information, trace average values

and trace standard deviations. This data is

listed for each input record in the order in

which it, is read.
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(c) Output record number, number of traces

going into each output trace, trace average

values and trace standard deviations.
(d) Plotting information if plotting is
requested "

5. Input Tape.. 9 track unprocessed data

6. )utput Tape.' 9 track processed data

7. PLot Tape.' track processed data. A tape must be

mounted. whether or not plotting is requested.

8. Iemponaz'y Storage Required: 2 disks, one of which

must be random access. (See note on DEFINE FILE

statement in listing)

9. Time.' 3 seconds per block record input (12 x 70

block size)

10. Space Requiz'ements: J.70K

11. Reference: None



YERTS PROGRÀM DESCRIPTION

This program was written to stack records which have

a common recording site and shotpoint. Stacking is
accomplished by gathering all trace ones to form one output ,

trace, all trace twos, etc. for N traces. Because gain

settings, effects of ground to geophone coupling and shot 
.

sizes vary from record to record the data must be normalized. ::
a:

beforestacking.Eachtraceisnorma1izedbydividing

by the standard deviation of the trace. This is computed ,:

from the formula

o = ,* ,.Ë, (xi -Ð'J\

where 11 = total nurnber of samples used per trace

i = average value of the trace

First the main prograrn reads the initializing
parameters and converts STP and EDTP to number of sample

intervals. Then the main program, by calling a succession

of subroutines, prepares the data for stacking and stores

it, temporarily on disk" The data is processed record by

record. The following six paragraphs briefly describe the

subroutines used.

Subroutine ENT reads down the input tape to find

the required input record.

88
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Subroutine BLOCI( searches for the appropriate

starting block, MB, within this record.

Subroutine INI computes the trace average values

for this record"

Subroutine STAND computes the trace standard

deviations for this recordo

Subroutine SAV subtracts the average values from the

traces.

Subroutine NORII(AL divides the traces by Lhe standard.

deviations and outputs the record on the direct access

disk.

At this point all the input records have been

prepared for stackíng. Now the main proEram stacks these

records trace by trace to form one output record of N

traces. Output traces are also normalized at this time.

The output record is stored temporarily on the d.irect

access disk.

The main program then reads the output recordst

rearranges the samples and outputs the record in 12 x 70

blocked form onto the output, tape. The output record is

also plotted if a plot is requested. Plotting is

accomplished through the use of subroutines DAVE and TPPLT.



G LEVEL 20.I i4AIN DATE = 11161 2rlc6/50

c **+.i<ì!+*+***<***+1<**,!¡klx+++***f<+***ì.++ì!v;+*+/,<i<,1.¿.+*+++d<+*++>¡++*+*ìt***++>t*âìk+'F+*+++*
c*
c + THIS pRCGRAt,l STAÇKS RECr-RDS SUCF,THAT ÂLL TRACE Cii!S ÂRE SUVi',1 EC rC FCRM *
c * lniE [_rt1ïpuT Trr.AcE, ALL TtìACF T'fJC5 TC FCRv A sECc\D iìUIPUT T.p'^cEr ETC IJP T0 *

ç + i,J - TllE r''lU'¡3EP. r-rF TRACES Ii\ À RECCRrJ *

C + pRTjFILES 14USr BE READ fr\ THE S6r,rç fRDER ÂS THÈY ARE iìECi-l¡?'DED CN TllE tl'l PIJT i
C * TAPE.
c+
C + CUIPUT DAT/1
c * _____
C 'I I-ìUTPUT PRTFILE C¡i TAPE L7.
c + PLCT OF Cl'TPUT PRCFILE IF REQUIRE0 ( SEE Ii,,lPUT PARA!!ETERS l.
c+
C * TNPIT PÂRAIVEIERS (SEE FCRMAT STATE!IE¡ITS 3 AND I)
c * _____
C * R = flO. CF PRCFILES Tn BE STACKED.
C + ¡,1 = 1,10. CF TRACÉS If'i EACH RECCRD.
C * Df = DIGITtZII'iG II.'ITERVÂL.
C * STP = START TIME INI SEC. qEFCRE FIRST lìREAKS.
C + EDTP = t^O TIÞtE IN SEC. AFTER FIRST ßREAKS.
C * PLCT = rTr FCR PLCT r rFr FCR lic Pl-0T'
C + r1 = RECCRD Nitl . CF CUTPUT RECCRD ( AiìtsITRARY) .
C + PRi-rF = l¡l PI.JT PRTFILE NC.
C * FtsB = BLCCK NC. CCNTAINTNG FIRST BREAKS'
C * NST = lìC. CF SA¡/PLES UP Tn FB ( hf Tl'IN FBr3) '
c * KILL = | Lr TO INCLL' DE THE TRACE I 'cr f Ù ct¡IT IT.

10t

*
*

4

*
+
+
*

*
*
It

*
*

*
BLK;PRESENTLY IO5O+

CF DATA PER BLOCK*

C¡!
C * ÙTHER PARAMETERS
c + ----- -----------c * BLK = N0. oF DATÂ PfIINITS PER TRACE Ci{ TAPE. ( PCESENÏLY

c+l'JDPT=lìc.nFD^TAPcINTSPERTRACE(INTEGERvULTfPLEÚF
c * N3 = ßLoCKI|\.jG FAcTcR. (N3 = t\DPT/BLK) GIVES N3+0.I71 SEc.
C * FgT = FB TIt¡E.
C + TT = t'JC. OF SEC. CF DATA T0 STACK. ( TT = STP+EDTP)
C .'¡ Tß = r'lO. CF TAPE BLtICKS OF DATA TC STÀCK.
C * STB = NC. CF T^PE BLCC.KS fìEf:CRE FB'
C * SEC = tr0. NF SEC. BEFC,ìE START PT II\ BLCCK CCNTÀINING START PT'
C * SSf = NC. 0F SAMPLES BÉFCrìÊ START PT Ii\i fìLilCK C0NTAII'i ING START PT.

C * ¡,'1 ts = 0LCCK l',jC. TIEFCRE BLCCK CF INTEREST.
C * ZHI = I'iO. 0F S EC CF DATA TC PLCT.
C *''¡''l Sl,t-= l.lC. nF BLCCKS TC SKIP BEFCRE PLCTTtNG.

*
*
*

*
*c+

C {¡ IT IS REQIJIRED TO CHA[IGE THE NC. OF ?IOC BYTE RECOiìDS OF DISK STORAGE *
C * FCR EACri RUN.THIS NtJMßER (1.10) IS ENIERED Ir': THE 'DEFII'i E FILE 14l¡lC'2100r *
c * E,INDEX2)r tT¡¡5t4ENT AND Ir,t THE 'spÄcE--12L00(Nirl0lrRLsE)r PARApETER IN +

C * JCL. THIS ¡itJgBER IS CnMpUTED AS FûLL0laS: lìC = N3*t'l':'R+Nl3. THfS l'lU¡'4BER I'lAY *
C *'BE A 3 OR 4 DICTT NUMBER *
c*
C *>F+*>:>Fx<+*+***+*,t**d<*+y,<*+*>i.+***d<**ìt+**.>:>¡>:<**+***+**+*++ j<++{<*+ìk>Fi<*ìt+Í'l¡ìk***Ì'**(*>F**

I¡,ITEGER*2 A, RrDATÂ (L2t7A) 
' 

FBB l25l tNST ( 251 rTR ( 12' 1050l r SU{T( 1120) I

I IR I ( lO5O ) ' 
l'4ll 

' 
STB r SST I Al

INTËGER PRaF { 25l,KILL (25 tL2lrRrlr-ì rBLKr\llPTtTB'NULL( t2.)' REAL. FBT (25 l r AVR t ( 12 ) rAV ( 12 ¡ LZl t'lviì( 12)'STt)( 12 )' STP' EDTPTDI THDI
LCC ICÂL PLOT
DEFINE FILE L4 I2g?.I 2TOCTEIII'I DEX2I
BLK=70
friDPT=1050
14 Sl'^l=0

90
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CALL TPST
C READ 

^I]D 
CALCULATE IN: ITIÁL PÀRAI''I ETERS.

READ ( 5 r 3 l iì' l'.l r L) f r STP r EilTP t PLOT t,1
3 FtlR''1AT( I21 IX r I2r IXrFtì.ót 2F6.3rLlr ldt I3l

''^i RITE (6¡2) R rSTP'FDTP'\'f)[
Z FORr1AT(lHlrq}xr///t. STACK t_.Ft¡f4tt P;ì:FILES.T//tl]XtrSTAiìTrrF8.lr

lr SFC. BEFÎRË Fiìr ENí)rrFB.3'r SEC. 
^FTER 

FBrrt(rrI3rt TRACE RErt
I'CCRD, DIGiITZING I¡iTÉRVAL=r¡FlC.6rr lt ¡/// ¡' PRI-jFILE N0.rr5Xr
t. FB T Ir.lE I I I0X, I K I LLED TRACFS I I 3lX, I fT I t4Xr I Id I I 3X I I i'J3 t I 2Xr t STdr r

15Xr I SECr r3Xr tSSTt r/ I

l.DI=ilLKì!DI
TT=SÏP+EDTP
T B= T T,/HD I
TBT=TT-TB*HDI
IF( TET.EQ.O. IGC TC 3O
TB=TB+1' 30 ü=Nt)PTlBLK -

N3=Ttl,/M
'¡=Tfl-N3+M
TF(V.EQ.O)GO TI] 3I
Nl=ll 3+t

3 1 STB= STP/HD f
Jru-r¡[ts+I)*HDI-STP
l',1=SEC /D I
I F ( 14. LT. I]LK ) GO TC 32
M=M-BLK
r1 Sr¡=l

32 S ST=M-.'¡JRITÊ (6,900) TTrTB rtJ3 r STB rSEC;SS-f
900 FcRt'1 A1 l7?-X,F9.3 ¡315, F9.3 ' I5)

C PREPARE DATA FT-]R STACKING (DATA TE¡IPCRARILY SfCRED O\ DTSKI DATA IS
C PRNCESSED RECCRD BY RECCRD. KILLFD TRACES 

^RE 
òJOT PI,TCESSED BUT ARE ZERtIED.

C READ Ctr E CARI) FL,R E^Cfl PRCFILF T0 BE STACKED. N3:r(i\l)PT>::DI SEC. OF DATA

C ARE PRCCÊSSED STARTING ISTPI SEC. BEFCRE FB.
' DC l0'I=l'R

REAf) ( 5r I r EllD=9q ) PRCF ( I l rF83 ( I ) 'NST( 
I ) r ( K ILL ( I rJ I ' J=l rN )

1 Ft RyATI2|4, I3rIXrI2III
FrJT( I )=( (FBRt I)-1.)+BLK+tiST{ I } )+CI
.JR ITE (6¡41PRùF{ I } 

' 
Ftlf ( I ) r ( K ILL( I r J) r ¡=! ¡l'l )

4 FiRr'¿AT( I7'l0X'F6.3r5X tL2Í21

c0l FCR!!AT lL5Xr2r4l
DC 60C .J-1rl'1

600 NULL(J)=KILL( I 'J)A1=PiìCF ( I l
C/1Lt- Er'lT (rlAIA r Âl r Nr BLK )- - '4B=F¡B(I)-STB
IF('¡Bl2O¡21 ¡22

22 CALL RLDCK( I)ATAII''BI NIBLK)
2 t C A L L I I'l I ( T R r N r N D P I ? A V R I r A V I A V R 

' 
N 3 I B L K I A I I N U L L )

TF(ßLK.EC.1)GC TC 118
CALL STAIiD(TR' rlVRl rSTDrN'ilJllPTrN3r BLK'NtJLL)

l¡iRITE(6r904)
904 FCRr,l^Tl///l

DC 55 .1 =1¡N3
C A L L S A V ( T R r f'l ' 

N D P T r A V R I r Û L K 1 N U L L )

CALL llCR¡'',\L ( TR r¡,i ' 
NDP T r STD r J r N3 r INDEX r R r \tJLL )

91
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55 CC¡ITIIJUE
REr,r I\D l3

l0 cc¡tT I )iuE
C ST^CKII']G iìCUTI¡JF. DAT/I IS PRCCESSED TRACE ÈY TRACE. KILLED TRACES ARE NOT

C PRICESSED.
l"=NDPT+ilLK
D'1 64 I=1rM

64 SUr\rT(I)=0
In'JDEXI=l
INDEX2=l
Di 65 I-lrfl
AVR(Il=O
IfiDFX=Rl.N3*( I-l )

D3 7C J=lrN3
I \'DE X l= I l:DEX+J
F IND ( 14I I I'..IDEX1¡
f); 75 K=lrR
IF(KILLf (,II.EQ.1}GO TC 60
I NDF X I= I NI]EX I +N3
FI¡ID( I4I TI{DEXI)
GC TC 7's

50 READ( 14' IllDEXl rlll (TRl(L) rL=l'l'iDPTt
1l F0RlvrlT 1250A2 ¡25AA2t250A2¡250Ã2r5Câ2) -

II']DEXI=IIIDEXI+N3
6I FIf..D(14' INDEXI)

D0 B0 L- I, t'loPT
v=L+BLK_\J ST(Kl

3C SUt¡T{vl=SUt.l¡1M)+f Rl (L)
75 Cflr'lI I ¡JUE

',^IRITE ( 14 r Il',lf)EX3, 11 ) ( SUMT ( L) rL=l,NDPT)
Í.ñjDEX3=J¡tDEX3+l
DC 76 L=lrNDPT

?ó AVR( I )=ilVR( I l+SUMT{L)
Dll B5 L= I r tsLK- B5 SUMT(L)=SUMI{r'JDPT+Lt.
DC 90 L= I r NDÞï

q0 SUMT ( 8LK +L ) =0
7O CCIJT I i\JUE

D0 q5 L=lrBLK
95 SUIlT(L)=0

ÀVR ( I )=AVR (Il / (N3*NDPTI
65 CCIiT I NUE

C PRÉPARE STACKED DATA FOR CUTPUT TAPE. KTLLED TRÄCES ARE NOT PROCESSED 8UT

C ARE S II¿PLY I]UTPUT IT.] ZERCED FCRþ1.
TTRITE(6'5)A

5 FijRi't |ll//t3x¡r sTÂcKED RECoRDt t2X¡13l

01 135 J=lrN
i)fl 125 f =2 rR
K ILL ( L r J l=KI tL ( I r J ) +K ILL ( I 'J )

I25 CCNTINUE
135 cr.,'tiTI\uE

;,lRITE(6'7) {KTt-L( 1 rJ ) rJ=1rli) "'
7 Fr;Pt14T( 10X'I2I3)

INDI-X2=l
F If.rt)( 14f tNDEx2)
lJî 1t0 I-Iri\i
STD( I )=0.
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IF(KILLI I, I ).I.JE.O)GC TC ó02
I:'i D E X 2= I L D EX 2 +N 3
GC TÜ 60I

óC2 Dl 105 J=lril 3
.{EAf){ l4r Irj'),ax2tlL )( r.{1(K) rK=1r\CPT)
Dil tl0 (=lrilDpT

110 STD( I )=STr){ i )+( TRl (K)-AV¡? ( I } )* (TRl(K)-AVR( I ) )

to5 cfl'tï t t'ruE
SII)( I !=SQRT ( STD 11l / I \3'kl{flPT ) )'l'.01

60I WRITE(6?6) I IAVR( I )'STD( I )

6 Ft-lRi4AI(20Xr t TRACErrI3r5Xr rÂVE. VÁL. =r¡F11.4tl0XttSTD. DEV. =tt
lEl5.5)

IOO CCNI INUE
a- l

Drl ll5 l=lrll3
II.IDEXI=I
FII.II)(I4IINJDEXlI
D0 ,26 .1 =1¡il
READ( 14I INDFXII 11 ) ( TR
I f'lDE X l= f NDEX I +\3
FINt)( l4' I!',lDËXt)
IF(KILL( I,J).EQ.O)GO
DC 121 K=l¡tìDpT
TR( J rK) =TR{ J'K I-AVR( J )

TR ( J rKl =IR( J rK I /STD( J )

I21 CCNT INUË' LzO CCNT I NUE
C OUTPUT CF STACKEC DATA ( AND PLOT IF REQUIREO )

D0 l3C K=I rNDpf rBLK '-

L=K+8LK-l
r/RITE(9r BIA¡Br( (TR(Jri.4) rJ=I¡Àt ) ¡lv=K¡Ll

I FeR''1 
^-l 

(2AZ t250A2, 25CAZ t 250A2 t9AAZl' 
iJ=B+ I
I F ( PLOÍ )'/{R I TE ( I 3 I ( ( TR ( J' r''l ¡' J= I r N ) r ¡4=K r L )

I ¡o ccl'rr I riuE
i I5 CCIIT I NUE

R,EI,iiND L3
IF(PLCr)c,l r0 t17 4'(

Gî TC IIB
Il7 CALL DAVE(DATA'NlrBLK TSSTTEIJTPtSTP'r4S''irDI rKILL)----'- ll3 REþlII\D-8

REVTINC 9
R,EI^IT\D I3
CALL TPF IN
GC T0 lt6

99 hPITE(6r9rl)

GC ÏC TIB
20 v'iìITEl6'971
C)7 FTR!AT( ////,ICX?'CHECK START TII.,! E DATAI)

GC TO ItB
116 C,1LL EXtT

END

(JrK) 1K=leNnPT)

TO L2O
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SUBR OUI T NE ËI.I T ( LCT T A I I N 
' 

BLK }
C ENT SEÂRCHtrS FCf{ RECCRD r Al ' .

II',ITECER BLK
I¡tTEGERf:2 ÂrßrAl
I \JTEGIq*2 Li]T ( i.I 

' 
BLK )

Da 58 vS=l,6CC0
,IEAD(Br1Z)ArBr ( (LCT( IrJ) r I=lrtr) rJ=lrtlLK)

r2 FCR"'! 
^T 

( 2A2,25OA2¡25OA2,250A2 '9042 
)

IF(N.EQ.A1}GC TC ó5
53 CCNTII\UE
65 BACKSPACE B

REÏIJRN
END
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S U ß R î U T I N E B L C C K ( D A T A 
' 

I/ B 
' 

N 
' 

I] L K I

C tsLlCK SEARCHES FlR THE APPRr]PRIATE i]LCCK I14i,]I I^IiTHII'.I THE IìECORD T3 CE

C PRlCESSEÙ.
ITiTECER fJLK

1\TEGERx2 A' 3'i4[J
I r.,jTEGEa:¡2 DA fA ( t.l, gLK )

I I=0
Ce 42 K=1 r 1000
REA0 ( 8' 5 )ÄrB, ( ( DATA ( I rJ ) I ¡ =]. lll ) I J=l 

' 
BLK ¡

5 F0R:.1 AT l?_^?, 250^2 ¡ 25QA2, 250A2r9042 )

I I=t I+I
IF( II.Eî.r,.rB)G0 T0 45

42 CCI\T INUE
45 RETURN

END
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G LEVEL 2C.I t¡r I iIATE = 7L363 2L/a6/50

suBRcuT tNF Il.iI ( T,l{rl',lDPT, AVRI, AV r^ViìrÌ\13 rSLKr Al r\ULL )

C INI CCiiPtjTES AVE.IAGE TRACE VALUES.
ItjTcrjER tlLK, lìULL{ I2 I

I\l TEGER'!2 ArarÂl
INTEGER'F2 T( ¡; r IJDPT )

DIvE\SICii A\.,(À13, l2l rAVR(ii) rAVRI (N)
IJC 99 LS=lrri 3

DC lB K=1 TNDPTTBLK
L=K+liLK-1
iìEAD(BrZlArBr ( ( T( I rJ I I I=1¡N) 1J=K rLl

- 2 FllRr.r A1 l?A2¡25ottz¡?5cA2¡25CA2 r9CA2 ) -

IF(A.EQ.AI}GC fC Ll
ßLK=l
tTRITE(6'ló

L6 FCRI4AT(IHIII I]ATA LENGTH TOC SHi]RTII
G,: TÛ 90

17 nRITE(13 ) ( (T( I ril, ¡=t1f.l iJ=x rLl-
I f] CCNT I NUE

D1: 76 11=l¡l.l
AV ( L S r I I I =0
IF(\IULL( II).E8.1IGC TC 3
GC TC 7ó

3 DO 77 JL=l;tjDpT
77 AV{ LS, I I )=AV ( LSr I ll+T( I1 rJl)
76 COl.IT INUE
99 CCIiT I l.UE

DC 78 NS=lr¡l
AVR(\Sl=0.

79 AVR ( li S ) =AVR ( NS | +AV ( vS 
' 

N-S )

AvRt ( \S ) =AVR ( NS) / { I'iDPT*N3 )

7B Cr_ìNtT I NUË
9O REl,iI\D I3

RETURf\¡
E \ID
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SUBR0UTt N.E STA\lD(TR' AVRI rSTD rNrliDPTrN3 r llLK¡NULL)
C STAI'{C CI]¡1PUTE.S STÂNDAiI.D DËVIATICN CF TRACES"

INTEGER BLK'¡']ULL( 12)
DI¡,FfjSIrli.,l E t L2t12), STD(\i) rAVRI (N)'82( l2 l

I I'iTE GERrk 2 f P. { N , ND Pf )

Di 29 ¡3=l¡i..1 3

DC l7 K=lrt{DPTrBLK
L=K+ßLK_I
lìEAD ( 13l ( (TR ( I rJ) rI=lrN) rJ=KrL)

I7 CII\]T f NUE
Dl 30 ¡j=| ¡1..J

E( I3'L3l=0.
IF(|.JULL(L3I.EQ"T}GC TC 18
GC TC 30

l-9 DC 3l KT=lrr.lf)pT
íi r I l') rLi) =E ( I 3 r L3 I + ( TR ( L3 r KT ) -AVR1 ( L3 ) ) t: ( TR ( L3 r KT )-AVRI ( Ll ) )

3O CCNT I \IJE
29 CCt\jT I N'UE

Dl 3Z ¡5=t¡t,l
E2( IS)=0.
D0 33 LS=lrNl 3

3'3 E2( IS)=82( IS)+E(LS' IS)
STDt I Sl= SORT ( E2 ( I S) / ( i\DPT*¡:3 ) ) *'. 01
l¡RITE 16 r34) I S, AVRl ( IS I rSTD( I S)

34 FlRrlÂT{20X, I TRACET I I3r5Xr rAVE. VAL. = rrFll.4rloXr tSfD. DEV. =r t
lf:15.5)

32 CC\T f NUE

REhTND 13
RETURN
E f'( t)

2L/06/50
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G LEVEL 2O.l SAV DATE = 7L363 2r/C6/50

SUBRSIJT INE S AV { TR I \I I NDPT 
' 

AVR 1 T 8,LK I iTULL )

C S^V SIJBTJì^CTS 
^VERACh 

VALTJES FR'P TR11CES.

II]TÉCTR ßL(' \[JLL ( I2 I

. I\TEGER"r2 ÍP.(l'Jtt'¡¡PT¡
¡) I \,1 ENS I lt\ /1Viì I { t'l )

D'-_r lil K=l ri.jt)pT, BL_K

L=K+BLK-I
ßE ôù ( i3) ( ( TR ( I I J ) I I =l rN ) rJ=K rL)

1B ccliT IiitJE
Dr: 36 LL=lrN
IF(NULL(LL).EQ.OtGù TC 1C'-
D,l 37 K(=lrN0pT

37 TR (LL¡KK )=TR ( LLrKK)-^VRt (LL I

GO TC 36
l9 DC 20 KK=1rtìDpT
20 TR(LLTKK)=0

RETURN
END

98



G LEVEL 2O.l I':[RVAL DATE = 71363 2L/A6/50

SUBRCUT I NI Ii0RMÁL ( TR 
' 

¡i 
' 

l']DPT r STC r., ' 
¡i3 ' Il'l)EX' R 

' 
NULL )

C NiRi-,4¡ rin¡'.,ALIZFS TIIACES EY DIVIDII'ìG BY STATdDARD DEVIATICI'l Al'il) CUIPUTS ON

C IJIÍìTCT ACCESS DEVICE.
I\l TEG¡R R,NULL(l2l
I'jTÊGE,i+2 TR ( f,,, t,lDpT )

DIÀrEI..SICI': SID(N)
D: 3C I=lrll
IF(riULL( i).EQ.0lGC TC 30
Dil 40 K- I r l'.lDpT

4C TR( I rK)=T,ì,( f rK)/sTD( I )

30 CCI'iï I:,iUE
I)': 50 1=l1l'l
T NLIEX I= I NDEX +R'i<N3i. ( I_ I I +J
'd R I T E ( I 4 ' I ii iJ Ê X I r I 0 ) ( T R ( f r K ) r K = 1 

' 
N D P T ) .

l0 FCRrl ñ l250A2 ¡250A2t25CA2¡25OA2t5CA2)
50 CCNT I r\UE

END

99



G LEVEL 20. l CAVE DA IE = 71363 2L/C6/50

SURROUT I T jE D^VE ( r-)AT A 
' 

Nr r BLK rS ST 
' 

ED f P 
' Sf P r l'4S'l r D I 

' 
K ILL I

C DAVE SETS UP DATA FLR PLCTTING.
I¡]TECER SLK,KILL( 25 ¡12I
II..TFCER'¡2 DA TA ( I..' BLK }

I¡ITFGER*2 Y( 1200C) t SSTtY\4AX
RE^L EDTP'STP
Ltc tcAL pRttT

i.JRIIE(6r971
97 FCR¡YAT(///tr PL[,T 0ËTAILS')

llDI=SLKxDI
lClr=ÈDTP +STP
Ài33=ZCHll-lt)I
EKfl=l-D I'l'\:1 3
EFT=ZCH_EKD
TF( FFT.EQ.O. )GO TC 2L
N33=l'l 33+l

2L DC I ltl=lr¡'l
IF(l,4Sh.l';E. f )Go TC 33
READ ( l3 ) ( (DATA( I rJ ) r I=l rN) rJ=l ' 

RLK l
33 [ I=0

ia l= 5 5 T

IF(11 ll8t8¡L4
B v l=l

L4 Dl l0 KB=lrl.j 33
RE^D (13t ( (DATA( I rJ ) I I =l '¡l) rJ=ltBLK)
KT=8 LK
IF(KB.NÉ.|'i33)G0 TC l8
KT=EFTlDI

lB Dt,l 1¡ t1=¡\''ll¡KT
I I=I I+I

Il Y( I I )=DATA( IBrK)
Ml=l

IO CCI!T INUE
I¡ll.)EX=[' 
rF (KrLL( r;"rß');NlE.0)GC -Ï0 -99

YMAX=0
GO TC 99

9s Dl I I=lrII
IY=Y(INDEXI
I Z=Y ( t )

IF( I AqS( IYI.t-I. IABS ( lZl IINDEX=I-----^--
I C0t,iT I l',iuE

IY=Y( INDEX)
Yf'lAX=IABS( IY)
C=2000. /Y¡4AX
DC 2 J=lrII

2 C0NT f t,,luE
93 hRITt:f 6r I5tYvAX
L5 FflRt'l^T( t r trYl4AX=r rI5)

Y(ll)=0
PRIiT='FALSE'

9 RÊIi{ I \*D I 3
RETtJRI'i
END

r00



LEVEL 20. T ÏPPLT llÀTE = 71163 2L/O6/50

IBISIJf]RI:UTINE TPPLT (YI\ICi,¡'IC2¡XSLTYSLI D ISTI PRNTI
t-

c---
c ---
t'
c
c---
c---
c---
c---
L---
c---
L---
c---
c---
c_-_

f]EPAATI'18¡]Ï
U¡IIVERSITY

GECLCGY
VA¡.I ITCSA

tìF
cf-

NPIJT PÂIìAI.,1EfEIìS
t\pUT VECTOR Y Il'i 

^RGUI'1ENT 
CF SUHRIUTINE

NPUT VECTNR INTEGER*2
S F IRST ELEI'-t EI;T CF VECf Clì TC BE PLiTTED
S L,lST ËLEilEtrT CF VECTTR TC BE PL0IfED
S XSCALE IN IIJCI-.ES PER UI.JIT
S Y-SCALE I\'Il\Cl.ES PER INfFRVAL

DIST IS iJISTA¡\'JCE IN fNCHFS BEThEEIJ AJACIENT TRACES

I,IAX SIZE í-IF Y .GT. NOI .GT. I
tJ AX S I ZE CF Y .GT. Nf-]z .GT. NO I
L cG I CAL Prì.ttT
TNTEGEíìf.2 Y( I I
tJ I:.,8ilS IÛi{ I ßUF ( 5000 )

fF(flr.(iT.1,Grl T0 7
CALL PLnT f 3. ,9. r-3 ì

1 lF ( PRI'IT I PRIf.rT I'NC1¡IIC2TXSLTYSLTDIST
F0tìf,1 Af lLl,ú///t PLaTTING BEGIr.l S AT ELE:''Ef,JTt¡l4sI CF Y,1NÐ El{DS AT

XELEllENTr rI5, I X-SCALE IS I U¡iIf EGUALSrrFT.5rr tf.lCHESt ¡/ ¡tY-SCALE
xls I INTERVAL E0UALgr ¡F7.5rr Il'icHESr r/TTDISTANCE BEThEEN TRACES IS
xt 1F7.2tt INCHEST ¡/ tTPLoTTED P0ItiTS ARE t ////l

FCRMÄT ( IH 26T51
IF ( PiìT]f I PRINT
D0 3 I=NCIrt:02
XD= ( [-I ) +XSL
YD=Y ( I ) f.YSL

2tly( I ) rI=l,ClrNC2,

CALL PLCT(Xi)'YD'2)
CALL PLÚT (0. I_DIST'-3I
R E TURN

rÌcl
\lt^ ?

XSL
YSL

ENTRY TPST
CALL PLCTS{ IBUFI5OOOI2)
RETURN
ENTRY TPI.IN
CALL PLT-T (0. ;-DI ST 

' 
999)

RETURN
E NID
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